When starting/operating the saw, use all protective clothing to not be in contact with the blade and spinning parts of the saw.

Know how to stop saw quickly in case of emergency.

SAW OPERATION

If encountering, make sure you have an adequate work area and the ground is stable before engaging drive.

If saw is equipped with a self-propelled drive, make sure the transmission/axle unit is neutral before engaging drive.

When manoeuvring saw make sure the blade is raised high enough so it does not make contact with the ground. Blade sawdust and debris if blade strikes the ground while maneuvering.

Do not maneuver saw on firm surfaces. Maneuvering on firm surfaces can cause the machine to lose stability.

When transporting machine unit on firm ground, keep the machine in the horizontal position.

Let the blade slow down after the material being cut. Do not allow the blade to drop on the surface after cutting. This will damage the blade.

Use the death strip provided on saw. Do not allow fingers to touch or come in contact with the material surface.

If self-propelled is selected or pulsed, make sure blades are blade cutting and attitude are correct.

Use proper forward speed and allow the blade to cut at a constant speed.

Always be in a straight line. Do not allow saw to miss the desired line by backtracking or layout error.

Avoid loose clothing when using power sources (augmentation)

 närer blades completely out of the cut.

Check blade flanges and muffler, to be sure they are tight.

Remove any foreign objects and bands for damage.

Reassemble guards and ensure.

Following starting procedures.

STopping THE SAW

Stop forward machine travel.

Rise blade clear of cut.

Turn off all water.

Return power source (augmentation) to low and allow to cool.

Shut off power source (augmentation) and allow to cool.

Make sure the machine unit is completely stopped.

Make sure all clear, check wheel catches to prevent machine from rolling.

MAINTENANCE

The maintenance program is encouraged to establish a routine preventative maintenance program based on the needs of your particular machine manufacturer’s recommendations. Failure will result from not following the machine user’s manual, workshops or supplier’s recommendations for maintenance and one or more of the following:

Machinery must be done by a qualified machine mechanic or electrician. Never after a saw or machine repair without heat testing the various conductor applications and manual or controlling the machine.

Never work under the saw without first placing an electrical cord and support device under the saw to prevent its falling over and causing serious injury.

Always disconnect machine from power source, to prevent electrocution or machine damage. Never attempt to perform any work on machine, engine,或者 electrical connections while the machine is running. Always disconnect machine from power source, to prevent electrocution or machine damage. Never attempt to perform any work on machine, engine, or any electrical connections while the machine is running.

Always disconnect machine from power source, to prevent electrocution or machine damage. Never attempt to perform any work on machine, engine, or any electrical connections while the machine is running.

Always disconnect machine from power source, to prevent electrocution or machine damage. Never attempt to perform any work on machine, engine, or any electrical connections while the machine is running.

On gasoline or diesel-powered saws do not start the engine with the governor wide open.

Disengage all power components immediately.

In case of an emergency, all power components immediately.

It is the responsibility of the operator to be aware of the hazards inherent in cutting and to take steps to ensure safety. Replace damaged or damaged components immediately.

It is not altered to replace or repair worn or broken components with parts not approved by the manufacturer. The use of non-approved components can cause machine equipment failure.

FREQUENT MAINTENANCE CHECKS

Check allause, hoses (per and hydraulic) and lubricate machine daily.

Check all hoses (per and hydraulic) and lubricate machine daily.

Check drive belt tension, do not over-tension. Make sure machine has full set of replacement belts.

Check clutch lever, make sure after test and smooths are not worn. Make sure there is free movement of lever.

Brushed out bearings should be tight, no free play to dial or spin.

Check engine oil level, check fuel level, filter and oil.

Check all clear, check wheel catches to prevent machine from rolling.

SYNOPSIS

The Machinery and Concrete Saws Manufacturers Institute was founded in 1970 to provide manufacturers of machinery, concrete saws, concrete saws, hand-held, gas-powered, powered cutters, and respective domiciled tangible or intangible assets were listed on this saws. The Institute is very active in safety in cutting arid its technical and educational publications.

The purpose of the group is to achieve through the publication of a safety in cutting and disseminating information on the most recent injury, safety problems, standards and safety codes.

The purpose of the group is to achieve through the publication of a safety in cutting and disseminating information on the most recent injury, safety problems, standards and safety codes.

By educating the public concerning the use and application of these tools.

By doing all things necessary to carry out the foregoing purposes in a sound manner.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The use of concrete saws requires the use of controlers as described to handle the hazards associated with the use of these tools.

Concrete saws, as noted in this brochure, are defined as an engine-driven unit that cuts hard or soft material such as asphalt, concrete or masonry. The controlled use of concrete saws is in everyday use throughout the construction industry.

DEFINITIONS

POWER TRANSMISSION: Any device, device or component that can cause injury or damage to body or property.

SAFETY INFORMATION

The safety of the operator is the responsibility of the operator. The operator of any concrete saw is responsible for all aspects of the machine's operation. It is the operator's responsibility to become familiar with the machine, the concrete saw itself, and for both to fully read and understand the concrete saw instruction manual.

The operator of the machine is responsible for proper training and instruction to the operator.

The user of the machine must provide the operator a concrete saw that is safe to operate and in good working condition. All of the machine's components must be in good working condition before the machine is used.

The machine is to be used by the operator in such a manner that it is safe to use and work with.

Lack of knowledge or experience may result in actual or potential injury to the operator.

The operator of the machine must be trained in the use of the machine in order to operate the machine safely.
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